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The proximity-induced moment (PIM) in heavy metal layers may play a significant role in heterostructured

spintronic systems. In particular, the PIM of a heavy metal adjacent to a magnetic layer has been linked to

interfacial spin transport behavior. Element-resolved x-ray magnetic measurements were used to investigate

PIM in Pt layered with two different rare-earth (RE):3d transition-metal (TM) ferrimagnetic alloys in which the

net moment was dominated by either the RE or the TM at room temperature. We observed significant PIM in Pt

confined to a 2-nm interfacial region for Pt/Co77Gd23 and Pt/(Fe50Co50 )77Gd23 and, in both cases, the PIM was

parallel to the TM sublattice rather than the RE or the net moment. Our results highlight the prominence of the

d − d mediated interactions between the Pt and the constituents of the ferrimagnetic RE:TM alloys over the net

macroscopic moment.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.033280

In the decades since the discovery of giant magnetore-

sistance, a range of effects have emerged in ferromagnetic/

nonmagnetic systems (FM/NM) that open up new avenues for

physical understanding and opportunities for applications in

spintronics technology. Many of these phenomena are associ-

ated with the interfaces within such FM/NM systems. These

include enhanced spin-orbit interactions (SOI), interfacial

anisotropy, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI), and

electronic hybridization that creates a proximity-induced mo-

ment (PIM) or magnetic proximity effect (MPE) in nonmag-

netic heavy metals. PIM is known to enhance the magneto-

optical response in Co/Pt systems [1], and the relationship

between PIM and other interfacial phenomena has been ex-

plored [2,3]. The propagation of spin current, both from

a magnetic layer into a NM layer, that enhances magnetic

damping and, via the spin Hall effect, from a heavy metal

into a magnetic layer, that enables spin-orbit torques (SOT),

is well established in ferromagnetic systems and has been

demonstrated in ferrimagnetic (FiM) systems [4,5]. Such spin

transport has also been shown to depend critically upon the

details of the interface [6–11]. However, debate continues

about the role of PIM in such spin transport physics, both with

respect to metallic FM/NM systems [12,13] and in insulating

ferrimagnets layered with heavy metals (FiM/NM) [14–19].

Understanding the physical basis of PIM in the nonmagnetic

heavy metals that play a key role in spintronics in relation to
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ferro- and ferrimagnetic layers is, therefore, both significant

and timely.

Experimental studies using element-specific x-ray

magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) have established

the presence of a significant proximity-induced moment

in nonmagnetic heavy metals layered with ferromagnetic

transition metals [20–23]. In contrast, debate remains for

NM heavy metals layered with insulating ferrimagnetic

oxides. XMCD studies of Pt layered with several different

ferrimagnetic oxides, including Fe3O4 and CoFe2O4, show no

measurable magnetic polarization of the Pt layer [18,24,25],

while for Pt in contact with yttrium iron garnet, XMCD

shows an induced moment in Pt, but there are conflicting

reports about the magnitude of the moment induced in

Pt [24,26]. More recently, the absence of PIM in Pt in contact

with CoFe2O4 has been recently contradicted by indirect

evidence from anisotropic magnetoresistance measurements

and supported by density functional theory, indicating a small

induced moment on Pt [19,27].

These differences in the PIM of Pt layered with either

metallic ferromagnets or ionic ferrimagnets may be linked

to the nature of the magnetic moments or the mechanism of

exchange ordering. For the oxide ferrimagnets, the magnetic

moments are localized to lattice sites and magnetic sublat-

tices align antiparallel via superexchange, mediated locally by

hybridization of individual orbitals. In contrast, in transition-

metal ferromagnets the moments are less localized and the

d − d exchange interactions, which give rise to parallel align-

ment, are mediated by the conduction electrons. Investigating

PIM in alternative magnetic systems can, therefore, provide

new insights into the role of the moments and the exchange

interactions on the PIM in heavy metals resulting from hy-

bridization at the interface.

Here, PIM in Pt was studied in a system layered with

ferrimagnetic rare-earth/transition-metal (RE:TM) alloys,
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allowing an investigation of PIM in a heavy metal coupled to

a system with metallic magnetism but with antiferromagnetic

alignment of the transition and rare-earth-metal sublattices.

RE:TM ferrimagnetic thin-film systems have been exten-

sively studied, most recently due to their potential in spin-

tronic applications. With different temperature dependencies

of the magnetic moments and antiparallel coupling between

the TM and RE sublattices in multilayers [28] and alloys [29],

compensation points occur with net zero magnetization and

angular momentum [30] at a given temperature or composi-

tion [31]. These compensation points lead to useful phenom-

ena, such as fast domain wall motion [32,33], thermally in-

duced switching [34,35], vanishing skyrmion Hall angles [36],

and self-focusing skyrmion racetracks [37], while efficient

spin-orbit torque switching around compensation has been

observed in studies of RE:TM alloys with bulk perpendic-

ular anisotropy (PMA) [38–42], the onset of which may be

controlled by the RE content [43]. Recently, it has also been

shown that domain walls and compensation temperatures can

be altered with ion bombardment [44].

SOT switching of a magnetic structure requires the efficient

generation and propagation of a pure spin current from a

heavy metal layer into the magnetic material. Pt is most

commonly used due to its large spin orbit coupling (SOC),

which creates spin current via the spin Hall effect (SHE) with

the flow of charge current [45,46].

In contrast to ferromagnetic metals and oxide ferrimagnets,

the presence or absence of PIM in Pt in contact with metallic

RE:TM ferrimagnets is unknown. It is also not known whether

any induced moment in Pt would be directly coupled to one of

the ferrimagnetic sublattices or follows the net magnetization

of the alloy. Experimental insights into the PIM of a heavy

metal (HM) in contact with RE:TM ferrimagnets can, there-

fore, provide a fuller understanding of PIM that may inform

the role of PIM in spin transport.

In this article, we present a study of PIM in Pt layered with

two RE:TM ferrimagnetic alloys. The alloys had compensa-

tion points above and below room temperature, respectively,

in order to determine the presence and the orientation of the

PIM in relation to the direction of RE or the TM sublattice

moments and to the net magnetization. A CoGd alloy was

used in which the RE moment dominated, while a CoFeGd

alloy was selected with a net moment that is dominated by the

transition metal at room temperature. Using element-specific

resonant x-ray analysis, both the direction of the induced Pt

moment, with respect to the ferrimagnetic sublattices, and

the profile of the Pt PIM as a function of distance from the

interface with the ferrimagnet were determined.

Samples were grown by magnetron sputtering, with the fer-

rimagnetic alloys produced by cosputtering from TM and Gd

targets. Atomic compositions were determined using energy-

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). Trilayered structures of

Pt (5 nm)/FiM alloy (15 nm)/Pt (5 nm) were studied, where

the FiM alloy was either Co77Gd23 or (Fe50Co50)77Gd23.

At room temperature, the magnetization of the CoGd alloy

was dominated by Gd, while for CoFeGd it was dominated

by the TM, the FiM alloy layers were amorphous, and the

magnetization was in-plane.

Magnetic hysteresis loops, from a vibrating-sample mag-

netometer, superconducting quantum interference device

FIG. 1. Magnetic hysteresis for the two Pt/RE:TM/Pt ferrimag-

netic alloys. The inset shows the saturation moment as a function

of temperature for Pt/CoGd/Pt (orange) and Pt/CoFeGd/Pt (blue),

which indicates compensation points above and below room temper-

ature, respectively.

(VSM-SQUID) show the field dependence of the total mag-

netic moment at room temperature and low temperatures for

each alloy, see Fig. 1, with the inset showing the temperature

dependence of the net magnetization. The CoGd shows a

minimum in the temperature dependence of the net moment

that is characteristic of the magnetization compensation point,

which in this case is above room temperature. It is also noted

that a divergence in the coercive field was observed at the

compensation point in similar alloys, explaining the enhanced

coercivity of the CoGd alloy observed at 300 K [47]. At

temperatures below compensation, the Gd moment dominates

and the Gd sublattice will be aligned with the applied field,

with the Co sublattice antiparallel. Above the compensation

temperature the TM moment dominates the net moment,

which is the case for the CoFeGd sample, which shows no

compensation point down to 20 K, the lowest temperature

studied.

Resonant x-ray studies at the Pt and Gd L3 edges (11.56

and 7.24 keV, respectively) were undertaken on the 4-ID-D

beamline of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National

Laboratory. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) is a

well-established technique to probe the magnetic moments of

specific elements. Although determining values for moments

using the sum rules for Gd is not accurately applicable [48],

the sign of the dichroic spectra was used to determine the

direction of the elemental magnetic moments with respect to

the probe beam and applied field. Samples were also studied

with grazing-incidence resonant reflectivity, with a magnetic

field of ±0.6 kOe applied in-plane and along the beam axis,

to obtain structural and magnetic information at the Pt L3

edge. Analysis of the magnetic component of the resonant

reflectivity allows a depth profile of the induced Pt magnetiza-

tion to be determined. X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS)

was measured using a fluorescence detector, with both left

and right circularly polarized x-ray intensities measured at

each point. The measured XMCD signal was given by I+−I−

I++I− ,

033280-2
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FIG. 2. Energy scans and element-specific hysteresis loops at the L3 edges of Pt and Gd in a Pt/FiM alloy/Pt structure with

(Fe50Co50 )77Gd23 (a, b) and Co77Gd23 (c, d). Vertical arrows on the energy scans denote the energies at which the Gd/Pt specific hysteresis

loops were taken. (Inset) X-ray absorption spectra over the L3 edge of Pt (a) and Gd (c). Schematic illustrations show the determined orientation

of the magnetic moments in the alloy.

where I+ and I− denote the spectra with opposite circular

polarizations, for a fixed magnetic field. The polarization-

averaged XAS is defined as (I+ + I−)/2.

Figure 2 presents the XMCD spectra, which show the

maximum magnetic signals at the Pt and Gd L3 edges. These

spectra probe the p-to-d transitions and thus the Pt and Gd

5d moments, respectively. Knowing the sign of the XMCD

L3 signal of the Gd sublattice and for the Pt, and knowing

which sublattice dominates the magnetization, the alignment

of the PIM in the Pt with either the TM or RE sublattice

was determined. This alignment is illustrated schematically

in Fig. 2. Here, the x-ray energy range allowed the study of

dichroic absorption at the Gd L3 edge. However, since other

key works on XMCD of Gd have focused on the Gd M5 edge,

the relationship between the sign of the M5 and L3 dichroic

edges and the direction of the magnetic moment needs to be

briefly discussed. First, it was established in previous studies

of ferromagnetic Gd that when the magnetization was aligned

with the field, the sign of the dichroic spectrum at the M5

edge was negative and at the L3 edge was positive [48–50].

Therefore, for the Gd L3 edge, the dichroic spectrum is

positive when the Gd magnetic moment is positively aligned

with the magnetic field, and the spectrum is negative when

the Gd moment is antiparallel to the applied magnetic field.

Second, in ferrimagnetic CoGd alloys, where Co dominates

the magnetization, the sign of the XMCD spectrum of the

Gd M5 edge was positive while the Co L3 edge was nega-

tive [51], and across the compensation temperature, when the

Gd moment dominates the magnetization, both the Co and Gd

XMCD signals were reversed, i.e., the Co L3 edge becomes

positive and the Gd M5 edge negative [29]. Bringing these

facts together, for the antiparallel ferrimagnetic coupling of

Co and Gd, the sign of both the Co L3 edge XMCD spectrum

and the Gd L3 edge spectrum will be the same, even though

the magnetic moments of the two sublattices are antiparallel.

Separately, it has also been shown that the sign of the Pt

XMCD L3 edge in the Co/Pt system is the same as the Co L3

edge, i.e., is negative for positive orientation of the Co mag-

netization [12,52]. In summary, when Gd is aligned parallel

with the saturating field the Gd XMCD L3 spectrum will be

positive. In the case where Pt and Gd are aligned antiparallel,

the L3 XMCD spectra of both Gd and Pt will have the same

sign. However, the alignment with respect to the magnetic

field will depend on whether the Gd or the TM sublattice

033280-3
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TABLE I. A summary of the relations between the signs of

dichroic spectra, and the alignment of moments.

Element edges Dichroic signs Moments Refs.

Gd M5 – Gd L3 Opposite Parallel [48–50]

Gd M5 – Co L3 Opposite Antiparallel [29,51]

Co L3 – Pt L3 Same Parallel [12,52]

Gd L3 – Co L3 Same Antiparallel

Gd L3 – Pt L3 Same Antiparallel

dominates the magnetization. A simplified summary of these

alignments is presented in Table I. Separately, to confirm

this analysis, the sign of the Pt L3 signal was compared

with a reference Co/Pt multilayer film in which the parallel

alignment of the Pt moment with the Co moment was known.

Returning to Fig. 2, for Pt layered with the TM-dominated

CoFeGd alloy, for parallel alignment of the magnetization and

the beam, the dichroic spectra of both Pt and Gd are negative;

therefore the Pt is aligned to the CoFe and antiparallel to the

Gd. In the RE-dominated CoGd alloy, for the same parallel

alignment of the net magnetization (now Gd dominated) and

the field, the signs of both the Gd and Pt dichroic spectra are

reversed, indicating that although the Gd moment is parallel to

the magnetic field, the induced moment on the Pt is antiparal-

lel and therefore aligned with the Co sublattice and opposite to

the net magnetization. Therefore in both cases, the Pt moment

aligns with the transition-metal sublattice, regardless of which

sublattice dominates the magnitude and direction of the net

magnetization.

These parallel and antiparallel alignments of the PIM in Pt

to the net magnetization are evident in the element-specific

hysteresis loops measured at the Pt and Gd edges for these

alloys, see Fig. 2. Note also that the coercivity is the same as

the bulk measurements in Fig. 1 and that the Pt and Gd have

the same shapes and coercivities, demonstrating coupling of

the Pt to the ferrimagnetic order. The alignment of the induced

moment in Pt layered with RE:TM alloys may be under-

stood by considering the exchange coupling. A quantitative

description of the magnetism in RE:TM alloys is theoretically

compromised by the lack of an established first-principles

description of the magnetic properties of the 4 f system in

the RE [53]; nonetheless, a two-stage mechanism of indirect

exchange interactions, proposed by Campbell [54], provides

a theoretical basis. In this approach, 4 f − 5d exchange in the

RE induces a positive 5d moment, which has subsequently

been observed experimentally [55]. Direct d − d interactions

then mediate the magnetic coupling between the RE and TM

components, the sign of which is determined by the d-band

filling. The 3d bands of Co and Fe are almost filled, which

leads to ferromagnetic coupling between the TM components.

Within the alloy, the d − d interactions of the TM with Gd

favor antiferromagnetic coupling, resulting in the ferrimag-

netic structure commonly observed. Extending this model to

consider the PIM of Pt in contact with a RE:TM alloy, the

5d band is almost full, so coupling of the Pt moment will be

ferromagnetic with Co and Fe and antiferromagnetic with Gd,

i.e., aligned parallel with the TM moments, which agrees with

the experimental observations.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Structural and magnetic characterization of the two sam-

ples using resonant x-ray reflectivity at the Pt L3 edge. Top graph

(a) shows measured reflectivity profiles with corresponding x-ray he-

licity asymmetry ratio below for CoGd (top) and CoFeGd (bottom).

The asymmetry ratio is defined as (R+ − R−)/(R+ + R−), where

R+,− are reflected intensities with opposite circular polarizations.

The solid lines represent best-fitting models to both the structural and

magnetic data. The bottom graph (b) shows the structural (black) and

magnetic (red) scattering length densities from the model fits to the

data for both RE:TM/Pt samples.

033280-4
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Having established the presence of a Pt PIM and its

ferromagnetic alignment with the transition-metal moment,

analysis of the spatial relationship between the Pt PIM and

the interface with the ferrimagnetic alloys provides insight

into the lateral extent of the d − d hybridization that gives

rise to the induced moment. This requires knowledge of both

the structural interface width and the PIM profile.

Examples of resonant reflectivity data at the Pt edge and the

best-fitting simulations of both the specular reflectivity and

the dichroic asymmetry are shown in Fig. 3. The simulations

were obtained using the GenX code [56], from which the

best-fitting structural (SLD) and magnetic (mSLD) scattering

length densities were obtained, also shown in Fig. 3. This

analysis shows that the RE:TM alloy density is uniform,

indicating the Gd is uniformly distributed, in contrast to an

observation elsewhere [29]. The SLD and mSLD indicate

the structural interface width and the extent of the PIM in

Pt, respectively, while the mSLD also shows opposite signs

of the induced Pt moments for the two FiMs, consistent

with the earlier XMCD results. The SLD shows the interface

width between the Pt and the alloy extends over 1.9 nm

(FWHM), which is associated with a combination of topo-

graphical roughness and intermixing across the interface. The

magnetic analysis shows that the interfacial profile of the PIM

in Pt closely follows the structural width of the interface,

supporting the notion that d − d coupling is required between

the Pt and the alloy components to create the PIM, which

is consistent with the seminal work on layer-resolved Pt

moments in Ni/Pt multilayers [21]. Furthermore, it is also

observed that the PIM in Pt at the lower Pt/FiM interface is

significantly smaller than at the upper interface, which agrees

with observations in Pt/Co/Pt [3] and in Pd/Co/Pd [57], and

indicates the sensitivity of the d − d hybridization to the local

interfacial structure, which in this case is narrower at the lower

interface.

In conclusion, we have undertaken resonant x-ray studies

of proximity-induced moment (PIM) in Pt thin films layered

with two rare-earth–transition-metal alloy ferrimagnets with

compositions on either side of ferrimagnetic magnetization

compensation at room temperature. We show the presence of

a significant proximity-induced moment in the Pt layered with

these ferrimagnetic alloys and that the PIM is aligned parallel

to the transition-metal moments, irrespective of the direction

of the net magnetization. We also find the induced moments

in Pt are closely associated with the width of the interface

and that the induced moment is sensitive to the details of the

interfacial structure. From this we conclude that the interfacial

coupling responsible for PIM in heavy metallic layers and

the RE:TM alloys is intricately determined by the detailed

exchange coupling between individual orbitals rather than the

net moment, and that the spatial extent and amplitude of PIM

are strongly tied to the details of the interfacial structure.

This provides a basis for understanding the proximity-induced

moment in heavy metals layered with metallic ferrimagnets in

heterostructured spintronic systems.

Data presented within this article can be found at [58].
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